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Written In My Own Hearts
Heart guitarist Nancy Wilson talks guitars, the new solo album You And Me, and her surprise choice for the most underrated guitarist of all time ...
Nancy Wilson interview: the Heart vortex and the lost Eddie Van Halen song
In book eight of the Tracy Crosswhite series, the eponymous detective turns to the cold case files. (Sponsored) ...
Cold Case, Warm Heart: Close-up on Robert Dugoni
PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- "The Calling": an inspirational work depicting the highs and lows in the life of the story's main protagonist, ...
Shawn Hager's newly released "The Calling" is a reflective read in hopes of accompanying Christians as they deal with their own
struggles
Heart, fronted by the bewitchingly powerful sisters Nancy and Ann Wilson, ascended during an era where women were still outliers in rock — and
sure as hell weren’t expected to be leading their own ...
The Greatest and Ballsiest of Heart, According to Nancy Wilson
Today, clinical psychologist, life coach and heavy metal vocalist Dr. Mike (Dr. Michael Friedman) shared the latest episode of his mental healthfocused podcast Hardcore Humanism, featuring an ...
Heart's Nancy Wilson Joins HARDCORE HUMANISM WITH DR. MIKE
And Thai culture insists that certain traditions and institutions are not to be questioned. It therefore sets limits to the parameters of critical enquiry.
Some readers may not be familiar with the ...
The hand grenade hidden in the heart of Thai Buddhism
On the porch at Jane Yolen’s Hatfield home Monday afternoon, several elementary school students presented the children’s book author with an
oversized card signed by the entire school, a large paper ...
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‘Just looking for heart’: Schoolchildren, author delight in Hatfield’s writing tradition
The Rock & Roll Hall of Fame inductee steps into solo spotlight: 'I've been meaning to do this album for ages' ...
Nancy Wilson of Heart embraces her debut solo album, which she credits largely to COVID-19 shutdown
You wanna be an actress? Why don’t you just go into the kitchen, get my challah knife, stick it in my heart and twist it?” ...
My mother, my dream and Mama Rose
No matter your field, role, industry or passion, effective writing can help sharpen critical thinking and position you to thrive in your environment.
Writing As Thinking: Why Writing Is Still A Critical Skill In Business
Sushant Singh Rajput passed away last year on June 14 and his demise left everyone in shock. The star blessed the Indian cinema with extraordinary
performances in films like Chhichhore, Kedarnath, and ...
Sushant Singh Rajput’s sister Shweta shares his last social media post: So much pain gets stirred in my heart
Birdy’s Young Heart pulses with a familiar sorrow. Battered and bruised, the towering 16-track record, her first in five years, carries a faint whisper of
Joni Mitchell’s transcendent Blue. Birdy ...
Birdy Trusts Her Instincts With Fourth Album, ‘Young Heart’
Not long ago, it almost seemed like curtains for Evanescence. The Grammy-winning gothic rock band formed in Little Rock and fronted by Amy Lee
had seen several members cycle in and out, citing ...
OPINION | MUSIC: Evanescence’s Amy Lee finds a new voice in ‘The Bitter Truth’
A radical idea 50 years ago to do bypass surgery on a person in the midst of a heart attack happened in Spokane for a reason, said a niece of
cardiac surgeon Dr. Ralph Berg. He and other private ...
‘Decades ahead’: Berg’s niece explores the city’s history as a heart attack trailblazer in new book on the ‘Spokane Experience’
Jess Kimbra, a native and artist with a studio in downtown Elizabeth City, used her canvas to support those fighting for justice.
Elizabeth City artist paints 'No Justice, No Peace' over own mural for Andrew Brown Jr.
The famed electronic and hip-hop producer behind the project talks about anime music and what the new Netflix series could represent ...
How Flying Lotus Helped Create One of the Year’s Most Interesting Anime’s in ‘Yasuke’
Stress from work and social life combined is the greatest risk factor for heart disease in women, a decades-long study finds.
Work and Social Stressors Combine to Increase Heart Disease Risk in Women
There is a way to protect the LGBTQ community and people of faith if Americans would rediscover a passion for compromise ...
Meeting in the middle on religious and LGBTQ rights
When Orleans Parish District Attorney Jason Williams gave a speech last month celebrating his first 100 days in office, he didn’t mention his
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predecessor Leon Cannizzaro by name. But he ...
Jason Williams says former DA spent hundreds of thousands on his way out; Cannizzaro defends moves
The year 2020 had lots of distressing news to offer but nothing was quite as shocking as actor Sushant Singh Rajput’s untimely demise. The
Chhichhore actor’s fans and family have for the past 10 ...
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